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Autism research is characterized by diverse findings. There is no consensus about the biological determinants of autism. This paper examines the autistic immune profile and the possible role of vaccines in autism.

Vaccinations may be one of the triggers for autism. Substantial data demonstrate immune abnormality in many autistic children consistent with impaired resistance to infection, activation of inflammatory response, and autoimmunity. Impaired resistance may predispose to vaccine injury in autism.

A mercurial preservative in childhood vaccines, thimerosal, may cause direct neurotoxic, immunodepressive, and autoimmune injury and contribute to early-onset and regressed autism. Live viruses in measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) may result in chronic infection of the gut and trigger regressed autism. Thimerosal injection may potentiate MMR injury.

Consideration of vaccine etiology must include recognition of compromised gut and nutrition in most autistic children. An integrated view of the underlying biological problems in autistic children serves our understanding of the possible role of vaccines. Development of screening methods for deferral of vaccines in at-risk children is a worthy goal.

Background

The psychiatric model for autism has been replaced by the concept of biological causation, but there is no scientific consensus about the biological determinants. The clinical expression of autistic spectrum disorders is heterogeneous, and it is likely that multiple predispositions and triggers exist for the illness. An increasing number of people, including many physicians-parents of autistic children, suspect that vaccinations may be one of the triggers.

Long-term prospective studies of the behavioral and neurodevelopmental effects of vaccination do not exist. There is controversy surrounding the mechanism, accuracy, and interpretation of epidemiological studies examining the possible association of autism and vaccinations. The existing body of relevant laboratory and pathological data in autism is therefore of particular interest.

A host of data reflect abnormal immune patterns in autism, consistent with impaired resistance to infection and activation of the inflammatory response. These laboratory studies do not distinguish early-onset and late-onset (regressed) autism. Impaired resistance to infection and autoimmune diathesis may provide fertile ground for vaccine injury, and these conditions may exist prior to both vaccination and the onset of autism.

A shift in the age of onset suggests an operative environmental factor. Thousands of parent reports collected during nearly 40 years by the Autism Research Institute demonstrate a reversal in the relative proportions of early versus regressed autism. General trends, rather than precise inflection points, are derived from this parental data. It is clear that the proportion of autistic children who enjoyed normal neurobehavioral development and then regressed, usually in the second year of life, has been on the rise for about 2 decades. New vaccines, including combined MMR, hepatitis B, and *Haemophilus influenza* are new environmental factors that were introduced during this period of changing onset.

A mercurial preservative, thimerosal, is a vestige of 1930s vaccine technology and lacks full safety testing. Thimerosal-containing vaccines include: Rh-immunoglobulin during gestation; hepatitis B (Hep-B) at birth; diphtheria, and tetanus toxoids with acellular pertussis (DTaP) at 2 month intervals after birth; and *Haemophilus influenza* type b.
(Hib), often given in combination with HepB and/or diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus (DPT). Due to recent safety concerns, thimerosal-free alternatives for each of these vaccines have become available. No thimerosal-free version of the influenza vaccine, often recommended for children, is yet available.

We postulate that thimerosal in vaccines may cause direct neurotoxic, immunodepressive, and autoimmune injury resulting in either early-onset or regressed autism. Further, we submit that MMR (usually at 15 months) may result in chronic infection of the gut by vaccinal measles, and trigger regressed autism. Thimerosal injections in series prior to or at the time of MMR may potentiate injury by MMR.

Chronic measles infection from MMR is suggested by studies that demonstrate: 1) chronic vaccinal measles infection of the peripheral monocytes of autistic children with enterocolitis; 2) genomic material consistent with chronic measles infection in intestinal biopsies of regressed autistic children with enterocolitis; and 3) presence in the majority of autistic children of a unique anti-MMR antibody highly correlated with a marker for nervous system autoimmunity. Autoimmune injury to both gut and brain is suggested in autism.

An injured, inflamed gut emerges from the current literature as a dominant theme in autism, and both thimerosal and MMR may be contributors. An integrated approach to autism considers the nutritional and toxic implications of gut dysfunction. Many autistic children demonstrate low nutrients and elevated urinary peptides and organic acids with toxic properties. The field of clinical pathology will continue to provide crucial data in understanding autism and the possible role of vaccines, as well as perhaps develop criteria for the deferral of vaccines in certain children at risk.

The Autistic Immune Profile

Laboratory studies of autistic children demonstrate 1) decreased immune indices, 2) activation of the inflammatory immune system, and 3) increased markers for autoimmunity. Laboratory studies in these areas have not been obtained in children prior to autistic regression. Clinicians do suspect more upper respiratory and gastrointestinal infections in children prior to autistic regression. Increased genotypic markers exist in subsets of the autistic population for both impaired resistance to infection and autoimmune diathesis.

A Pattern of Depressed Resistance in Autism

T lymphocytes (T cells) are abnormal in many autistic children. Cytokines from T cells regulate the full spectrum of antibody and cell-mediated response, the latter being particularly important in resistance to viral infections. Both numeric and functional T-cell deficiencies are demonstrated in autistic children. Autistic children have significantly reduced total T-cell and CD4+ lymphocyte subset counts compared with controls.1-3 Low numbers of CD4+ cells are found in 28% of autistic children, and 32% have low proportions of CD4+.5 Functional deficits in T cells may be even more significant than low numbers. T cells from autistic children have diminished function,5 with extremely poor blastogenic response to multiple mitogens [P<.001],2 perhaps due to a CD4+ deficit.4

B-lymphocyte (B cell) deficits are quite common in autism, with low numbers of CD20+ in 48% of autistic children.4 Effective antibody formation by B cells is particularly important in resistance to bacteria, mycoplasmas, and enteroviruses. Low IgG subclass levels are reported in 20% of autistic children,1 and low IgA levels are reported in 20% of autistic children in 2 independent studies.4,6 Intravenous immunoglobulin treatments have benefited autistic children both with and without IgG subclass deficiency, perhaps by countering infections or autoimmune processes.4

Natural killer (NK) cell abnormality is found in autism. Natural killer cells are specialized lymphocytes that act against infected or otherwise defective host cells. Low numbers of CD3-CD16+ NK cells are found in 24% of autistic children, with decreased proportions of CD3-CD16+ NK cells in 45%.4 Seventy-five percent of children with Rett syndrome, very similar to autism, have low numbers of NK cells.7 Forty percent of autistic subjects have low NK-cell cytotoxic function.8

Lower C4 complements levels are found in autism and this is consistent with a higher frequency of C4A null allele in the autistic population (58%) compared with controls (27%).9 The C4A null allele is associated with increased viral and bacterial infections6 and autoimmune disease.9

Combined immune defects are common in autism. Sixty-four percent of autistic children had measurable deficit in at least 1 of 3 cell lines (CD4+ T cells, CD20+ B cells, CD16+ NK cells).4 A better understanding of the role of clustered immune deficits in autism is needed, and future research in this area should probably differentiate early-onset and regressed subsets.

Absent antibody response to prior vaccination is reported by many clinicians. One study documented absent antibody to rubella in 5 of 13 previously vaccinated autistic children, versus no such absence in the control group.10 Both T cells and B cells contribute to generation of antibodies after vaccination. Numbers and function of CD4+ T cells are in question in autism, and it is the CD4+ cell that activates B cell production of antibodies to vaccines.4 A summary is shown in T1.

A Pattern of Inflammatory Activation in Autism

In autism, there is clear-cut evidence of activation of the immune response system, which may be due to innate, toxic, or infectious influences - or some combination of these factors. Viral infection may underlie the immune activation. Alpha-interferon, a cytokine from monocytes, acts on cells throughout the body to inhibit viral replication, so elevations are consistent with response to viral infection. Alpha interferon is elevated in autism (P<.001), and as an extremely potent analgesic that produces marked social withdrawal and speech loss in large doses when used as treatment for cancer, it may also explain the character-
## Immune Impairment in Groups of Mixed Regressed and Early-Onset Children With Autism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immune Element</th>
<th>Finding in Autism</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T lymphocytes</td>
<td>Low CD4+ counts 28%</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poor response to mitogen P&lt;.001</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B lymphocytes</td>
<td>Low CD20+ counts 48%</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low IgA 20% / low IgG sub 20%</td>
<td>(4,6) / (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NK cells</td>
<td>Low cytotoxic function 40%</td>
<td>(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4A null allele</td>
<td>58% versus 27% controls</td>
<td>(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative postvaccination titers</td>
<td>38% versus 0% controls</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Inflammatory Activation in Groups of Mixed Regressed and Early-Onset Children With Autism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inflammatory Marker</th>
<th>Finding in Autism</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher interferon alpha</td>
<td>P&lt;.001</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher interferon gamma</td>
<td>P&lt;.05; &lt;.02</td>
<td>(12,13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated neopterin</td>
<td>[urine] x 10 control</td>
<td>(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated interleukins</td>
<td>High IL-2 / IL-12 x 20</td>
<td>(13,15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## A Pattern of Autoimmunity in Autism

Markers for autoimmunity are pre-dominant in autism, and autoimmunity is one of the conditions associated with activation of the inflammatory response. Occurrence of autoimmune illness is 8 times higher in mothers of autistic children. Major histocompatibility class (MHC) proteins are important modulators of the immune response, and in animals MHC subtype determines susceptibility to autoimmune response to antigens such as mercury. Major histocompatibility class haplotype B44-SC30-DR4 is grossly over-represented in recognized autoimmune disorders such as rheumatoid arthritis. The incidence of this specific haplotype is 40% in autistic children or their mothers, versus 2% in a control group. Antibodies to central nervous system antigens are common in autism. One study finds 58% of autistic children positive for antibody to myelin basic protein (MBP), versus only 8% in a mixed comparison group comprised of normal and mentally retarded and Down syndrome children. Another study demonstrates nearly 70% of autistic children positive for anti-MBP. Markedly higher levels of autoantibody to neurofilament protein (NFP) and glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) are found in autistic children compared with normal subjects and subjects who are mentally retarded, with anti-NFP in 55% and anti-GFAP in 32% of the autistic group. Serum levels of brain-binding antibodies to nuclear antigen and brain endothelium are higher in autistic children, including IgM autoantibodies in 36%. Macrophage migration inhibition by MBP, implicated in the pathophysiology of other neurological disorders, is demonstrated in 77% of autistic children but none of a control group.

Macrophage dysregulation is inherent in autoimmune disease. Interleukin-12 from macrophages selectively induces interferon gamma in T helper 1 cells. Elevated IL-12 and interferon gamma in autism are consistent with an active autoimmune process. Interleukin-12 is known to initiate organ-specific autoimmunity by activation of T Helper 1 cells. Interferon gamma, in turn, activates IL-12 and appears to be the primary stimulus for autoantibody production in response to mercury. An interferon gamma/IL-12/T helper 1 mechanism is suggested for autoimmune reactivity to measles as well. Normal values of T helper-2 cytokines IL-4, IL-5, and IL-6 in autism are not inconsistent with this mechanism for autoimmune activation in autism.

Recent evidence suggests that an autoimmune lesion exists in the autistic gut. Complement C1q and IgG deposition in the basolateral epithelium and basement membrane in the duodenum of 23 of 25...
autistic children referred for gastrointestinal symptoms was also associated with increased epithelial infiltration by CD8+ lymphocytes. Complement and IgG deposition was not seen in controls. A summary of autoimmunity is given in T3.

Mercurials and infectious agents may trigger autoimmune disease. As a source of both mercury (Rh immunoglobulin, DTaP, HepB, Hib, influenza) and live virus (MMR), vaccines may play independent or combined roles in the physical illness underlying autism. Many parents report onset of autistic symptoms in their children shortly after 1 or more of these vaccines.

The Case Against Vaccines Containing Thimerosal

As a class, organic mercurials are renowned for neurotoxic effects at very low doses, and sensitivity to mercurials is highly variable. Thimerosal, a form of ethylmercury, is also called "merthiolate." Topical merthiolate in infants with omphalocele and merthiolate ear irrigations have resulted in significant toxicity. Methylmercury and thimerosal are very similar chemically, but more health data are available for methylmercury. The National Academy of Sciences stated that methylmercury exposure alone may cause neurological problems in an estimated 60,000 children born in the United States every year. Studies in animals and human subjects demonstrate that thimerosal is taken up by the brain. Over many decades the safety of thimerosal in humans has not been studied thoroughly.

T cells are particularly sensitive to methylmercury, and both T-cell and NK-cell activity significantly decrease with chronic exposure. Depressed antibody production is seen in experimental organic mercury exposure. Antibodies to central nervous system proteins are common in human and experimental methylmercury exposure, and imply one of many mechanisms for neurotoxicity. Allergenicity of certain contact lens solutions containing thimerosal is also known. In vitro studies suggest potential toxicity of thimerosal at cellular and enzyme levels.

Autoimmunity in Groups of Mixed Regressed and Early-Onset Children with Autism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autoimmune Marker</th>
<th>Finding in Autism</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familial tendency autoimmune disease</td>
<td>Mothers x 8</td>
<td>(17,19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated anti-MBP</td>
<td>58% / 70%</td>
<td>(20,21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated anti NFP / GFAP</td>
<td>55% / 32%</td>
<td>(22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated Ab to brain nucleus and endothelium</td>
<td>IgM 36%</td>
<td>(23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrophage migration inhibition by MBP</td>
<td>77% versus 0% controls</td>
<td>(24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated interferon gamma</td>
<td>P&lt;.05; &lt;.02</td>
<td>(12,13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated IL-12</td>
<td>x 20 controls</td>
<td>(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duodenal IgG / complement / CD8+ infiltration*</td>
<td>92% versus 0% controls</td>
<td>(26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This group included only regressed autistic children with GI symptoms.

The Case Study of Autistic Child C.M. DOB 12-1-94

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Vaccinated</th>
<th>Vaccine(s)</th>
<th>Parenteral Mercury Dosage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>Hep-B</td>
<td>12.5 µg Hg as Thimerosal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>Hep-B, DTaP, Hib</td>
<td>12.5, 25, 25 µg Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>DTaP, Hib</td>
<td>25, 25 µg Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>H-B, DTaP, Hib</td>
<td>12.5, 25, 25 µg Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 months</td>
<td>MMR</td>
<td>Live vaccine, no Thimerosal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>DTaP</td>
<td>25 µg Hg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Patient of author.

Mercury exposure from vaccines is surprisingly high. General concern about thimerosal in vaccines was stimulated by the relatively recent realization that infants receiving these vaccines were getting bolus amounts of injected organic mercury which, even averaged over time, could exceed the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) concern level for total mercury exposure from all sources. A trend towards earlier and higher dosing of injected thimerosal with the successive introduction of new vaccines has reversed only in the past 2 years, as many physicians and medical institutions shift to thimerosal-free alternative vaccines.

Autistic histories are often positive for high thimerosal doses. The vaccination schedule of a regressed autistic child with normal development until 18 to 20 months, then loss of speech, eye contact, social interaction, and attentiveness.

The EPA concern level for total mercury exposure from all sources (0.1 m g/kg/day) is for ongoing exposure from all sources, and did not specifically consider large injected boluses of mercury. Application of the criterion to vaccines is therefore disputed. Some experts suggest that exposure calculations for mercury from thimerosal injection should be averaged over time, while others contend that looking at single-day exposure is more accurate because it is less likely to underestimate heightened risk from episodic large boluses.

Child C.M. exceeded the concern level by either calculation. Over the first 6 months, assuming a generous average weight of 7 kg, concern level would be 126 m total Hg exposure from all...
sources, versus 182.5 mg from thimerosal injection alone. Conversely, applying the EPA concern level on a daily basis would be even more worrisome - at 2 months of age if the child weighed 5 kg, the single-day concern level for the day of the vaccinations would be 0.5 mg, versus actual injection of 62.5 mg of mercury as thimerosal.

There exist striking similarities between autism and mercury poisoning, a full listing of which falls outside the scope of this article. One of the more compelling comparisons is a historic illness dubbed Pink Disease (acrodynia), which resulted from mercurial teething powders, lotions, and diaper powders eliminated from usage by the 1950s. In its behavioral aspect, Pink Disease was similar to autism.37

Corresponding changes in the appearance of intestinal Paneth cells and biopsies from autistic children.40 Mercury may interfere with Paneth cell release of defensins for local immunity to infection from viruses, bacteria, and yeast.

The profile of immune depression in mercury exposure parallels specific abnormalities in many autistic children. T-cell and NK-cell activity significantly decrease with chronic methylmercury exposure. Depressed antibody production is seen in experimental organic mercury exposure. Mercury exposure produces the same set of nervous system autoantibodies seen in autism. Experimental animal exposure and human industrial exposure to mercury produces levels of anti-MBP, anti-NF, and anti-GFAP which correlate with exposure level and degree of clinical symptoms in mercury poisoning.41 A relatively new immunoassay, Memory Lymphocyte Immunosensitivity Assay (MELISA by copyright) measures the reactivity of hapten-specific lymphocytes to various allergens, including heavy metals.42 Allergic reactivity to metals measured by MELISA varies markedly among individuals and is specific for different forms of mercury.43

Parathyroid hypertensive factor (PHF) is a circulating hormone measurable in the blood. Parathyroid hypertensive factor is known to open calcium L-channels and stimulate phosphodiesterase (PDE), while mercurials are renowned for L-channel blockade and PDE inhibition. Mercury inhibits the rod light response by inhibiting PDE, and poor rod light response is demonstrated in half of autistic children on electroretinograms.44

A large unpublished government-sponsored thimerosal study is not comforting. The study considered correlation between diagnoses on HMO charts and total thimerosal received during infancy. Initial screening analysis of more than 110,000 charts revealed correlations between amount of thimerosal injected in the first 6 months and problems reminiscent of autism, but not autism per se: speech delay $P<.0001$, neurodevelopmental disorder $P<.01$, and attention deficit $P<.06$.

There is no question the initial large screening study suggested a problem with thimerosal. At the time these data were presented, the lead investigator asserted “a possible association between certain neurological disorders and exposure to mercury from thimerosal-containing vaccines before the age of 6 months.” A year later, after inclusion of more charts from a second HMO and various statistical and methodological treatments, government agencies made reassuring pronouncements about no link between autism and thimerosal. We contend that the study may have provided an initial glimpse of a problem, but otherwise should be discounted, owing to a flawed methodology which renders it as a non-sensitive method.

Sickly infants (premature infants, infants with more serious illness, infants requiring longer hospitalizations) were excluded from this toxicological assessment. This exclusion criterion overlooks the likelihood that physically weaker subjects are more sensitive to the injurious effects of toxins. More specifically, exclusion of children with certain pathologies may overlook the very mechanisms inherent to toxicity. For example, exclusion of infants with neonatal jaundice (bilirubin >16mg/dL, in 13% of autistic children vs 3% in controls) would effectively remove a subgroup arguably most prone to problems with organic mercury excretion, which in all humans studied is primarily biliary-fecal. Sickly infants with immunodeficiency were undoubtedly excluded from the study, yet mercury itself is a strong immunosuppressant, etc.

Minds are still open on this subject. After hearings, the Institute of Medicine acknowledged in the summer of 2001 that a link between vaccinial thimerosal and autism is "biologically plausible."34 In the autumn of 2001, The National Institute for Environmental Health Safety (NIEHS) committed major university funding to investigate the role of mercury in autism. The FDA has discouraged the production of thimerosal-containing scheduled childhood vaccines but has not withdrawn existing stocks of such vaccines from the market.

**The Case against MMR: Chronic Infection and Autoimmunity**

The manufacturer of MMR vaccine specifies the following contraindications in the 2002 *Physician’s Desk Reference*: primary and acquired immunodeficiency states, or cellular immune deficiencies, or hypogammaglobulinemic states

Measles infection from live virus in MMR is a real possibility in the immunosuppressed host, sometimes in unusual locations. For instance, necrotizing measles lymphadenitis after vaccination was reported in a child with familial cellular immunodeficiency.53 We hypothesize increased risk of chronic measles infection complicating MMR in a subgroup of children with common variable immunodeficiency or selective deficits, particularly if these immune deficits are superimposed on subclinical nutritional deficiencies or other vulnerabilities. Recognition of such a vaccine-injured subset of children would be more difficult if the infection is latent, or in the case of a neurobehavioral syndrome such as autism, outside the brain.

A spectrum of recognized adverse reactions to vaccines is associated with immune deficits. Low titers of specific antibodies to tetanus toxoid are found in 80% of a subgroup of children with abnormal reaction to measles vaccination, which parallels the previously-described negative rubella titers in vaccinated autistic children. The same study demonstrates that reactions to another live vaccine, oral polio,
were associated with low numbers of T lymphocytes as assessed by E-rosette formation in 50% of a subgroup of children. Identical methodology demonstrated decreased T cells in autism as well.2 Again, the same study demonstrates low IgA levels 5 times more commonly in children with severe reactions to DPT than in a comparison group of children being evaluated for clinical suspicion of immune deficiency (17% vs 3.3%), also of interest in the context of lower IgA levels in autism.54

Either the poor immunity seen in children with more severe recognized reactions to vaccines is an antecedent marker for such reactions, or immune impairment follows vaccination. Neither possibility is comforting when we know that immune impairment of autistic children exists after vaccination.

After several years of investigation, we now understand that the autistic gut is extensively inflamed. Reflux esophagitis (69%), chronic gastritis (42%), and chronic duodenitis (67%) are found in the subgroup of autistic children with gastrointestinal symptoms, irritability, or sleeplessness.40

Enterocolitis with lymphonodular hyperplasia (LNH) is common in post-MMR regressions. Initial colonoscopic evaluation of a small group of regressed children with gastrointestinal symptoms revealed ileal LNH in 7/12, and patchy chronic colitis in 11/12 autistic children.55

Subsequent study of a larger group with regression and bowel symptoms found ileal LNH in 89% and colitis in 88%.56

Some experts are of the opinion that the ileal LNH and nonspecific enterocolitis found in the regressed autistic group are not classical inflammatory bowel disease.57 The histology of children regressed after MMR may be sufficiently distinctive to warrant the label, “autistic enterocolitis.”58

**Suggestion of Chronic Vaccinal Measles Infection from MMR**

Chronic vaccinal measles infection of mononuclear cells is suggested by 1 published study. Measles RNA was found in the peripheral mononuclear cells in 3/9 regressed autistic children with enterocolitis. Differentiation of wild virus from vaccinial virus was not definitive, but presumptive wild measles RNA from 1/8 patients with Crohn’s Disease, presumptive vaccinial measles from 1/3 ulcerative colitis patients, and presumptive vaccinial measles RNA from all 3 of the autistic children were consistent with exposure history.59

Small intestinal measles infection has been found in autism. Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction found measles RNA in distal ileal biopsies of 75/91 (87%) of regressed autistic children with ileal lymphoid hyperplasia versus 5/70 controls (7%). The measles RNA was primarily localized in dendritic cells and lymphocytes in reactive follicular hyperplastic centers.60 The study does not distinguish vaccinial from wild measles virus. It does pose a most insistent question about the role of MMR.

One study presents serological evidence pointing to vaccinial measles from MMR. An unusual antibody to MMR was found in 75/125 (60%) of autistic children not selected for regression, versus none of 92 controls. Monoclonal antibody studies strongly suggest that this unusual MMR antibody is related only to the measles component of the MMR vaccine, not other contents of the MMR vaccine. Greater than 90% of the sera with the unusual MMR antibody are positive for anti-MBP, suggesting a causal relationship between MMR vaccination and autoimmunity in autism, conceivably related to atypical measles infection.61 In the same study, autistic children were found to have significantly higher (P<.001) than normal levels of antibody to both measles virus and MMR antibodies, but not to separate mumps or rubella. Viral infections do induce autoantibodies during the course of infection.62

Measles virus protein and human intermediate filament protein are antigenically cross-reactive in monoclonal antibody studies, and subjects with wild measles infection are known to generate antibody to cytoskeletal intermediate filaments.62 Neurofilament and glial filament in the brain are intermediate filament proteins, as is keratin, which stabilizes gut epithelial cells. Viral-effected molecular mimicry offers a possible explanation for antibody to nervous system.21 In autism, MHC DR3+ lymphocyte expression is elevated.63,64 Elevated MHC DR+ activated lymphocytes in autism increase brain permeability to autoantibody by interacting with MHC class 1 expression.22 Organic mercurials are also known to permeate the blood-brain barrier.28

Characteristics of wild measles infection increase MMR doubts. Direct infection of the brain by wild measles virus occurs 1 to 7 months after acute measles and is characterized as measles inclusion body encephalitis (MIBE). Measles inclusion body encephalitis in an apparently healthy child after MMR was confirmed secondary to vaccinial measles virus.65 MMR-induced subacutecrohn’s disease and may be the only triggers for autism. In our clinical experience, nutritional status, food intolerances, concomitant infections and other toxic influences appreciably affect the symptoms of autism, and we think these same factors may potentiate vaccine insult.

Suboptimal nutritional status is demonstrated in most autistic children when sensitive measurements are used. Scores of physicians are finding low intracellular or functional measurements of nutrients such as zinc, magnesium, vitamin B6, and fatty acids in the majority of autistic children, and report excellent improvement with supplementation of these nutrients. This clinical observation needs confirmation with large studies using well-matched controls.

Vitamin A, dubbed the “anti-infective” vitamin in the pre-antibiotic era, definitely trends lower in autism and is of
particular interest in the context of suspected chronic measles infection of the gut after MMR. Vitamin A is critically important in resistance to measles infection, membrane protection, and vision. High doses of vitamin A are indicated treatment for severe measles, and low serum vitamin A measurements correlate directly with severity of illness from measles. Both vitamin A levels and IgA levels are depressed in wild measles infection. One pilot study found low vitamin A levels in 40/65 autistic children, attesting to an earlier published claim of low or borderline serum retinol levels in autism. This is plausible because generally, young children are suspected to have widespread subclinical vitamin A deficiency.

Visual problems in autism such as lateral gaze, poor depth perception, and poor facial recognition may reflect poor rod function related to vitamin A. Most mothers of autistic children have mild to severe night vision deficits, and as discussed previously in the context of elevated PHF in autism, many autistic children are known to have abnormal retinograms consistent with rod dysfunction. Abnormal rod function on retinogram post-MMR is reported in a child with selective CD4+ deficiency. zinc is especially important in cell-mediated immunity. Low NK-cell activity, low CD4+ counts, and anergy to skin-testing improve significantly with zinc supplementation of non-autistic children. Brush border enzyme activity and secretory antibodies improve with zinc supplementation, as does diarrheal disease, which is known to accelerate zinc loss. Intracellular assay suggests zinc deficiency in at least half of the autistic children. Administration of zinc to autistic children with low intracellular or lower plasma zinc levels often provides dramatic improvement in bowel and behavior.

A gut weakened by nutritional factors is potentially more prone to injury by vaccines. Zinc deficiency, vitamin A deficiency, and immunoglobulin-mediated food intolerances are recognized causes of gastrointestinal inflammation. Even mild depletion of vitamin A reduces protective mucus and predisposes to microbial at-tack. Mercurial compounds have a direct, potent inflammatory effect on the gut, and vaccination of gut tissue may be highly injurious. The precise interplay and predominance of these factors is not yet defined.

Studies suggest intestinal protein loss and malabsorption in many autistic children. Secretin, produced by the intestinal brush-border, is important in digestion and support of the bowel membranes, and perhaps also at binding sites within the brain. Circulating secretin levels are often measurably low in autism, at least against an adult reference range. Other deficient products of the brush border include the disaccharidases (lactase, sucrase, or maltase), low in 58% of autistic children with gastrointestinal complaints. Inadequate digestion of disaccharides may favor overgrowth of detrimental flora in the autistic gut.

Increased intestinal permeability (leaky gut) is suspected in the majority of autistic children, and is even found in 43% of the subgroup of autistic children without overt signs or symptoms of gut disease, versus 0/40 controls. A leaky autistic gut is the suspected vehicle for multiple pathological mechanisms in autism. Very high urinary levels of toxic organic acids from fungal and anaerobic organisms are found in autistic children, and these are probably absorbed from the gut. Peptides from inadequate digestion of casein and gluten apparently are absorbed in excess by autistic children, as reflected by very high levels of urinary peptides. Poor peptidase production may combine with leaky gut to produce the marked elevation of urinary peptides.

Excessive peptides from undigested casein and gluten are suspected to exert significant toxicity. Large numbers of parents and clinicians report improvement of autistic children on gluten- and casein-free diets, the full benefit of which may not be evident for many months of dietary exclusion. Peptides from undigested casein and gluten are known to have potent opioid activity, and opioid peptides can adversely effect brain development.

In the context of thimerosal, it should be noted that the converting enzyme for casein and gluten, Dipeptidyl Peptidase IV (DPPIV), is inhibited by mercury at very low concentrations. Similarly, mercury in nanomolar concentrations totally inhibits the intestinal pyridoxal kinase, activator of Vitamin B6, which has been found to benefit children with autism in 18 published studies.

The answers in autism will derive from an integrated approach, which considers the definitively close relationships of brain, immunity, gut, and environmental influences such as nutrition, toxins, and infectious agents. A particularly intriguing discussion currently centers on CD26, which epitomizes the closeness of seemingly disparate systems. CD26 is a T-helper 1 marker, a T-cell activation antigen that acts as the co-stimulatory activation molecule on memory CD4+ cells and controls many aspects of lymphocyte function, presumably including modulation of the response to vaccines. Interferon, IL-12, and vitamin A all tend to upregulate CD26 gene expression. CD26 is a receptor for adenosine deaminase, low levels of which are associated with impaired cellular immunity. Adenosine deaminase is decreased in autism. CD26 is very interesting from the immune perspective, but truly exciting with an additional realization: CD26 and enzyme DPPIV (gluten/casein digestion) are one and the same. As a key element in both the immune and digestive systems, with seeming pertinence to neurobehavior, this molecule can model the unified thinking we need in autism.

**Conclusion**

Depressed immunity, autoimmunity, and inflammatory activation are common features in autism. Impaired resistance to infection may predispose to chronic measles infection of the autitic gut by MMR vaccine. Thimerosal-containing vaccine during infancy may depress immunity and lower the threshold for chronic vaccinial measles infection. Thimerosal and MMR may induce autoimmunity to elements of the CNS individually or additively and thus contribute to the pathophysiology of autism. Significant anatomic and functional gut abnormality is a prevailing theme in...
autism, and may be aggravated by injury from MMR and thimerosal or predispose to such injury. Much of the clinical knowledge about neurological aspects of autism, such as low zinc and vitamin A status, help explain a weakened autistic immunity and gut as well as vulnerability to vaccine injury. Ingress of toxins from the gut reflects gut injury and appears significant.

We are far from certain that vaccines help trigger autism, but we are farther still from certain they do not. Given current available data, thimerosal would stand no chance of approval as a new injectable medication by modern standards, and because thimerosal alternatives exist for all the scheduled childhood vaccines, we call for its summary removal and safe disposal from every repository in this country. We also encourage an intensive effort to find economical thimerosal-free childhood vaccines for the rest of the world.

In many respects, the autistic immune profile fits the diagnostic category of common variable immunodeficiency (CVID). Common variable immunodeficiency is strongly associated with gastrointestinal disease, including LNH, in multiple studies. Autism may very well be nature’s way of demonstrating a subgroup of CVID children vulnerable to vaccine injury. Current official vaccination guidelines do not exclude CVID children from usual vaccination, but we think this needs refinement. We call for well-funded prospective studies by individuals without conflicts of interest to determine immune, autoimmune, gastrointestinal, and long-term neurobehavioural effects of vaccination, particularly in relation to immune, gut, and nutritional status before and after vaccination. Development of screening tests to identify children with higher risks of any negative effects of MMR should be a high priority. Such screening might include skin-testing for anergy, dietary; family questionnaires to identify possible low vitamin A levels; tetanus titers for anergy; or immunoglobulin and T-cell counts in special cases.

In this period of major uncertainty over MMR and autism, the thoughtful physician would be counseled to temper existing institutional and corporate vaccine guidelines with clinical judgment. In fact, independent thinking may be the only way to resolve certain institutional contradictions, as in the conflicting recommendations pertaining to administration of MMR to children with febrile illness. As many of our colleagues have already determined, the respect for our vaccination program is not lessened if the physician decides to wait a reasonable period after diarrhea or other illness has abated, or advise cod liver oil prophylaxis before vaccination.

Published science and clinical experience are converging rapidly to form a more accurate image of autism. We are learning that autism implies a physically ill child with associated immune, gut, and nutritional problems. Besides helping target biological interventions for autism, understanding the underlying physical problems enhances our grasp of the possible role of vaccines.